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What a Contribution!

As, our regular readers will be fully
aware, our front page is always
held for our lead article on a key
issue in the sector. However, in
this edition of The Fence Builder,
Truth About Hangovers Oct 19
we are going to focus on one of
our movements greatest
A record 30.6 tonnes of Illicit
Drugs Seized in Australia in assets—our brilliant
Research Officer, Derek
2017–18
Australian Criminal Intelligence Com- Steenholdt!
“The medical definition of a
hangover has finally been
settled by a German court,
which last month ruled it
should be classed as an
official illness.” The Painful

coalition. It is important to let you
know that whilst Derek may be
‘retired’ he is probably working
harder than ever before. Not only
does he run a small farm, but
volunteers in no less that three
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home
! to have a man of this
It is at
a real
privilege
calibre offering his services and time with“Among people
who
use
out cost
to our
Movement.
drugs, polydrug consumption is common…Cannabis
is the most commonly used
drug — the prevalence of
use is about 5 times that of
other substances.”

European Drug Report 2019 (p 41)

“Permission Equation:
Increased acceptability +
availability + accessibility
= increased consumption.”

Dalgarno Institute

Continued on back page
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In memory of John Malouf
(Died 5th November 2019)

We first met John in the Green Room of Channel
9 in late 1995. Our daughter, Anna had recently
died after using just a small amount of MDMA and
we were about to be interviewed on national
television.
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facts we needed to be credible to fight the battle
against pro-drug activists hijacking of harm reduction platform, a fight that continues to this day – 24
years later.

It was John and his beautiful wife, Dorothy who
poured us cups of tea and talked and talked to us,
sharing their incredible knowledge and research. It
was John who gave us the confidence to stand up
and have a voice against the propaganda being
Also, in the Green Room that day were a number
spewed out and kept us strong when we just
of Drug Legalisation and Harm Reduction spokeswanted to run away.
people. Even with our very limited knowledge on
Over the years our friendship with John and
drugs, we felt strongly that there was no harm
Dorothy and their beautiful family kept us alive
minimisation that could have saved our precious
daughter. Needless to say, we were terrified of the after the pain of losing our child. John was a
debate that was to come and felt completely out of beautiful person and a true friend. He was a
mentor to us and through his friendship and
our depth.
incredible kindness and generosity I would like to
As if from nowhere an immaculately dressed and
honour this incredible man whose service to the
eloquently spoken gentleman appeared – he
community and the Australian people will never be
introduced himself as John Malouf. He was softly
forgotten.
spoken with a kind and calm voice and he
God bless you, John
instantly eased our anxiety. It was like an angel
Malouf. Rest in Peace
had appeared to rescue us in that moment. We
my dear friend.
didn’t know it then, but when we met John in the
Green Room that day, he changed the trajectory
of our lives.

Tony Wood

It was John Malouf, a family Pharmacist, who
patiently shared with us his knowledge and the

(Author of ‘Anna’s
Story’)

Street Ministries Conference—On behalf of Yarra Street Pastors, Inc., and the
Street Ministries National Conference may I thank for your
talk and the valuable resources you provided to our
delegates at this years conference.

Feedback from my colleagues and some delegates about the
impact of your speech on drugs, was very positive, they were
most impressed.
We are most grateful for Dalgarno Institute's work in monitoring the news and scholarly publications for the most up-todate and reliable information on illicit drugs. They are a
deadly menace to society. I've known three good families
touched by the tragedy of drug addiction.
I can't thank you enough for telling our conference how
important it is not to be misled on this all-important subject.
Keep up the great work.

John Ballantyne - Local Organising Committee, Street Ministries
National Conference 2019
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Every drug taking episode is a life and/or health
threatening and harmful exercise – even more so
if facilitated by community leaders. It is
interesting to note that since 2007, while the
incoming Rudd government chose to ignore the
parliamentary report ‘The Winnable War on
Drugs’, we have seen a further loosening of the
already under-resourced demand reduction pillar
of the national drug strategy. Even with the
release of the new, fully sector/industry consulted and endorsed, National Drug Strategy (NDS)
in 2017 which lauded the priority of demand
reduction, supply reduction and also harm
reduction, we continue to only give ‘lip service’ to
the key pillars of this plan.
The latter, ‘Harm Reduction’, exists to assist
those caught in the tyranny of addiction to be
‘safer’ whilst exiting drug use, however, this is no
longer how harm reduction is being used.
For multiple reasons, not least the efforts of
pro-drug activists, this life preserving and drug
use exiting pillar of the NDS has been hijacked!
Harm Reduction was never to be used to assist
those courting a relationship with addiction and/
or dependency, by choosing to ignore both best
practice and law, and permitting the taking of
illicit drugs with impunity. However, that’s where
this important pillar is now being deployed more
and more.
Of course, the narrative around ‘life saving’ has
nothing to do with drug use prevention, or
cessation or exiting of drug use, but it is very
much now to do with simply ‘managing use’. The
manufactured ‘inevitability’ mantras concerning
youth and drug use which continue to fuel the
‘permissive’ narratives around illicit drugs are
now governing the deployment of supposed
‘harm reduction’ mechanisms.
The public discourse, largely driven by a one
side only reporting media, end up becoming part
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of the consensus manufacturing ‘story’ on illicit
drugs in Australia. The dialogue commences with a
‘save our kids’ declaration (as if children were the
ones at adult music festivals using drugs) and then
trades on faux compassion as a license to further
normalise drug use. We must keep in mind that it is
adults – self-aware, product aware and disposable
income endowed adults – all of whom are not
caught in the tyranny of addiction, but rather
wilfully consenting to a pop-culture generated,
‘herd’ mentality hedonism, and are actively seeking
out these illicit, and very dangerous substances,
and wilfully consuming them for one purpose – to
‘enhance a party experience’.
Stated candidly, that is what all this wasted
time, money, debate, angst and drama, is
about!
These free-will and international/national lawbreaking choices are being fuelled by a permissive
narrative, that would never be permitted in the
marketplace around tobacco. However, it seems it
is getting more and more of a ‘free pass’ with
psychotropic toxins – illicit drugs.
So, what is the subtext of much of this new
narrative, of which pill testing, is rapidly becoming
just another aggressive pawn?
Tom Percy QC, shone a light on this earlier in 2019
in his article Why drug tests are a bitter pill to swallow,
The message implicitly conveyed by the
availability of a pill-testing facility at
entertainment venues is that it’s quite all
right to break the law and that you can do it
with impunity, effectively with the blessing of
the Government, which will not only test
your illegal substances for you, but also give
them back to you for your own use once
they are certified to be OK.
Continued on page 5
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Isabella's List Awards: It was with great pleasure larly and share these resources through your
we were not only able to acknowledge the excellent
work of two remarkable Advocates for Prevention,
Demand Reduction and Recovery, but were able to
give two grants to these amazing contributors to best
practice health and well-being.
Mr Gary Christian—(Research Head & Secretary)
and Drug Free Australia for their advocacy leadership in the political and policy arenas. Their growing
activism in promoting awareness of Primary
Prevention messaging and community education in
best-practice demand reduction in the illicit drug
space.

networks.

Check out our YouTube Channel for fresh offerings,
including the very recently loaded chapters from the
Drug Policy—Prevent Don’t Promote—Changing
the Narrative DVD, for easer sharing and distribution.

New Papers: Some of our latest offerings include

Drug Policy—Changing the Narrative:
Building or Demolishing Community
Resilience?
Drug Use, Stigma & the Proactive
Contagions to Reduce Both

Deidre Boyd’s—remarkable and effective tenure in
proactive work to promote recovery and profile
prevention are paralleled by few. The DB Resource
platform and voice remain vital in the sector.
DB Recovery Resources
You can check out the reward recipients at https://
www.dalgarnoinstitute.org.au/advocacy/awardsSince the release earlier this year of this important
list.html
advocacy DVD resource, we have seen distribution
burgeon and a second run of 1000 units produced.
New Life Members: From time to time The Dalgar- To date
no Institute Board grants life membership to individu•
Every politician in Australia has received a
als or families whom have displayed not only an excopy
tra-ordinary generosity to our cause, but a consistent
All Mayors and Councils of ACT, N.T, and NSW
tenure of support and promotion of our values. This •
have received a copy (the remaining states will
year we have had two such candidates.
follow)
Mr & Mrs J.N. Ives of New South Wales
•
140 copies deployed at the World Federation
Against Drugs Western Hemisphere conference in Arizona in July (as a result)

Mr & Mrs J.B. Paul of Victoria
We wish to congratulate them on their membership
in this important group and thank them publicly for
their sincerely appreciated support and encouragement.

•

300 copies were purchased by Drug Free
America Foundation Inc for their national conference in February 2020

•

100 copies deployed at World Drug Day D.B
Resources Conference in London, June this
year.

•

Scores of others deployed to schools, policy
makers, community groups, health workers
and others.

Online Resources:
Dalgarno Institute continues to write commentary
and develop evidence based reports on current and
pressing issues. We encourage all our supporters,
members and subscribers to visit our websites regu-
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The message this would send to drug
dealers is equally obvious. They would no
longer have to overcome any trepidation
on the part of their potential clients as to
what they were being sold, with the Government providing free quality-control for
their product.
It has long been established that the
answer to the drug problem is not in drying
up supply through heavily penalising
manufacturers and dealers, but rather in
drying up demand.
If you can discourage enough people from
wanting to use drugs, then you start to put
the suppliers out of business.
The concept of facilitating (and, in effect,
subtly encouraging) drug use by ensuring
the safety of doing it runs entirely contrary
to this critical strategy.
Whilst any death through overdose or
contaminated drugs is tragic and
unnecessary, any perceived advantage
achieved by testing pills at music festivals
or nightclubs is a short-sighted pseudo
solution to a complex and deep-seated
long-term problem.
If pill testing were to be implemented, it
would require some significant
legislative changes that would allow the
proposed testers an exemption from the
Misuse of Drugs Act, which makes it an
offence either to come into possession of
a drug or to supply it.
Any testing employed by festival

Dave with Executive Director
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organisers would currently breach the
law in both respects — by taking
possession of the substance to test it, and
by supplying it back to its owner.
While police obviously have an immunity in
this regard, they don’t have anywhere near
the resources to conduct these tests and the
question of who that authority might be
extended to for the purpose of running
music festivals is an interesting one. 1
(emphasis added)

It is this last legal insight that all policy makers,
legislators and community leaders must be
fully aware of and take care in considering.
And thus, the Trojan Horse strategy of the pro-drug
legaliser is deployed. Sadly, this can be done
under the guise of ‘harm reduction’. The genuine
drug hating harm reductionist, who wants the drug
user to stop using (but be ‘safer’ in their continued
use, whilst exiting) is largely unaware of this
cynical collaboration.
No caring, health conscious, dignity protecting,
agency enhancing and best practice focused
community leader, parent or politician, believes our
society and its young will be better off on drugs, or
with easier access to drugs. So why are vehicles
that do just that being considered?
So, due diligence is required by policy makers and
culture shapers, to ensure that priority is given to
better strategies to reduce harms – the best being
to reduce demand and delay/deny uptake.
Every other strategy is merely damage management and whilst important, should not be used as a
vehicle to enable, equip, empower or endorse drug
use.

Dalgarno Institute
For more info on Pill Testing go to

Russian Roulette as Drug Policy
Scoring the PILL Test
Pill Testing—NO Brainer
https://www.nobrainer.org.au/images/nb-resources/various/
PillTestingDACA_PoliticianBrief05-02-19.pdf

(c.o.a.d.e Inc)

www.dalgarnoinstitute.org.au
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“Over 150 years of Minimising Harm by Maximising Prevention”

community agencies (including ours), he has continued to ‘go the extra mile’ more times than
we able to recall.
Derek’s official title is that of Research Officer. Prior to retirement, His Masters in Education,
along with other qualifications, had his professional life overseeing the training of teachers in
new curriculum frameworks and the upskilling of state education staff.
Derek joined Dalgarno Institute 10 years ago and
during that time has not only overseen our
research component, but fulfilled a number of
incredibly helpful administrative and operational
tasks which keep, not only information flowing,
but platforms furnished with unique and little
broadcast evidence-based literature. And this
continues to challenge the ‘manufactured
consensus’ in the current AOD information space.
Our entire movement owes a great deal to Derek
and his very supportive wife Hilary, for their
contribution—a contribution that goes way beyond, skill, value adding and cost saving—it is
both profound and personal.

Derek, on behalf of the Board, Operations Team, and our members/affiliates, we say a huge THANK YOU

and congratulations on your 10 year
Support our work! Help us make it easier to
say...

‘No Thanks!’

Name _____________________________________
Address____________________________________

_____________________________Postcode_______
Email_______________________________________

Phone (___)_______________________ $_________

please debit my credit card Mastercard Visa
Expiry Date ___________ CVV/CVC (on back of Card)____________


Signature_____________________________________________________

Schools Education Fence Building Bounce (Parent Night)
PO Box 7005 Dandenong 3175

P: 1300 975 002

anniversary.
Leaving Bequests

Many long time and faithful supporters have and will
choose to leave a portion of their estate to the work of
Temperance. Whilst over the years, the labour and
passion of our movement has not changed, its name
has.
Consequently we have had recent experiences of
Estates leaving bequests to our work, but under a
previous name. As you can imagine, this creates
some legal issues and often delays or denies our
movement receiving the gracious gift.

To avoid this, we would like to simply request that if
you have, or intend on, leaving a bequest to the work
of Temperance that you stipulate it be given to
DALGARNO INSTITUTE (C.O.A.D.E Inc.) This will
ensure your gift contributes to the continuation of
helping Australians have a better
chance of a safer and healthier
future.
Thank you for your understanding in
this matter.

E: admin@dalgarnoinstitute.org.au

